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Eminent Indians in Medicine
Dr M. S. Valiathan
Born in 1934, Dr M.S. Valiathan graduated from the Trivandrum Medical
College in 1956. He received his postgraduate surgical training in the University
of Liverpool Hospitals and became a Fellow of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons
of England and Edinburgh in 1960 and a Master of Surgery from the University
of Liverpool two years later.
After service on the faculty of the Postgraduate Institue for Medical
Education and Research, Chandigarh, Dr Valiathan specialized in cardiac
surgery at the Johns Hopkins and Georgetown University Hospitals in the
United States and received the Fellowship of the Canadian Royal College in
Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery. Prior to his appointment as Professor
of Cardiac Surgery and Director of the Sree Chitra Tirunal Medical Centre
in 1974, he served as a Visiting Professor in Biomedical Engineering at the
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. Apart from his major commitment
to cardiac surgery, he and his colleagues have carried out original investigations on a tropical cardiomyopathy-endomyocardial
fibrosis-and pioneered
the concept of its geochemical aetiology. His other interest has been the
development of biomaterials and medical devices.
He is a recipient of many honours for his scientific and professional work,
which include the Hunterian Professorship of the Royal College of Surgeons
of England, Fellowships of the American College of Cardiology, National
Academy of Medical Sciences, Indian Academy of Sciences, Indian National
Science Academy, National Academy of Sciences, Indian National Academy
of Engineering, Kerala State Award in Science and Technology, R. D. Birla
National Award in Medical Sciences, Om Prakash Bhasin National Award
in Medical Sciences, Dhanwantari Prize of the Indian National Science
Academy, Basanti Devi Amir Chand Prize of the Indian Council of Medical
Research and the Padma Bhushan. He is an Honorary Consultant in Cardiac
Surgery to the Armed Forces and Honorary Professor, Jawaharlal Nehru
Centre for Advanced Scientific Research, Bangalore.
It was under Dr Valiathan's leadership that the Sree Chitra Tirunal Medical
Centre made rapid strides and became an institute of national importance.
This institute is unique for the convergence of medical science and technology
in its programmes. This novel approach to medical technology has already
yielded products for patient care such as the blood bag, oxygenator, hydro-'
cephalus shunt, vascular graft and a tilting disc heart valve which have laid
the basis for a medical devices industry in India. After twenty years at Sree
Chitra, Dr Valiathan joined the Manipal Academy of Higher Education as
Vice-Chancellor in 1994.

NMJI: You had your medical education in Trivandrum.
Could you tell us about your later training and its influence
on your career?
M. S. Valiathan: In the 1950s, a Fellowship from Britain
was the dream of every surgical aspirant in India. I went to
England as soon as my house job was over. My first and
unforgettable impression was of Professor R.J. Last who
taught anatomy in the Royal College of Surgeons. I discovered that the body has an architecture and the key to

its understanding is its function. The linkage of form and
function went back, of course, to the comparative anatomy
of Hunter. But it was new and heady stuff for me. I passed
the Primary Fellowship and took up surgical appointments
.in London and Liverpool before clearing the Final Fellowships in London and Edinburgh in 1960. The examinations
posed no problem, but the surgical training was somewhat
uneven.
A fortunate thing that happened to me in England was
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that I caught the eye of Professor Charles Wells o~ the
University of Liverpool. He was a great surgeon with a
special interest in urology and always attracted studen~s from
the Commonwealth to his department. When I registered
for the Ch. M. degree in surgery at Liverpool, I had to
attend a full-time course for 9 months and pass an examination
which could be taken only if the candidate had a Fellowship.
That was not all. I had then to submit a thesis based on
investigative work to get the degree. All went well until the
thesis confronted me. What investigation could I do? And
where? In those days, portal hypertension was attracting
surgeons and Professor A.K. Basu had done. India pro.ud
by his contributions in that field. I wrote to him for advice
and he promptly suggested that I work on secondary hyperaldosteronism in cirrhotic ascites. Professor Wells approved
the suggestion and asked me to try for a research fellowship
under Mr Alan Hunt, Professor Milnes Walker or Professor
Sheila Sherlock in Britain. I drew a blank from all of them.
In fact, Professor Sheila Sherlock told me that a surgeon
had little role in cirrhotic ascites as she had developed an
effective triple diuretic therapy for the condition. I had,
however, formed some ideas about creating experimental
ascites in dogs to study the role of adolsteronism. Professor
Wells wrote to Dr John Gibbon of the Jefferson Medical
College, Philadelphia who offered me a fellowship fo~ a year
to be equally divided in clinical service and the expenmental
laboratory. I did not know much about Gibbon except that
his name was clubbed with that of Dr D. Melrose in the
new field of open heart surgery in Britain in those days. My
immediate supervisor in research was Dr Walter Ballinger
who became a famous figure later.

N MJ I: This was before you got interested in cardiac surgery?
M. S. Valiathan: Yes. From a survey. of literature, I had
found that adrenalectomy had been done in about 20 patients
with intractable ascites to eliminate hyperaldosteronism;
but their ascites, though reduced in volume, could not be
eliminated. Moreover a suprahepatic constriction of the
inferior vena cava was known to produce ascites. These
observations made me speculate that a hepatic factor was
involved in the genesis of ascites and that its role would
remain dormant so long as aldosteronism was dominant. I
did experimental work based on this hypothesis and got my
Ch.M. degree in 1962 before returning to India.
It was my good fortune to meet Dr Gibbon and work in
his laboratory. As a medical student he had been so moved
by the death of a patient from pulmonary embolism that he
resolved to develop a method of heart-lung bypass so that
he could safely remove the clot from the pulmonary artery.
It was a crazy idea in the 1920s but Dr Edward Churchill
of Harvard University foresaw its importance and gave
support to the young Gibbon. He worked on the project on
and off for twenty years, teamed up with IBM engineers
and finally developed a heart-lung machine which made the
first successful open heart operation possible at Jefferson
in 1953. Here I was, in the same historic place, less than
a decade later.
I also admired Dr Gibbon because he was a kind and
friendly person. That made an impression on me because
many cardiac surgeons are arrogant and abrasive.
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NMJI: Did you work on portal hypertension after returning
to India?
M. S. Valiathan: Well, I did try to find a place under Professor
A.K. Basu but he had no position to offer and directed me
to the Postgraduate Medical Institute (PGI), which was
under construction at Chandigarh. I had not heard of the
institute earlier. In the interview at Chandigarh in October
1962, there were sixteen candidates for four posts of Lecturer
in Surgery. I was the sole candidate from the south and was
sceptical that I would be selected. The Committee included
Professor P.N. Chhuttani, Professor Santokh Singh Anand
and members of the Punjab Public Service Commission.
They, however, selected me. The PGI hospital had 200 beds
and, frankly, there was not enough work for a dozen surgical
consultants. Whatever was done in portal hypertension was
done by Dr V. K. Saini and I used to assist him in portocaval
shunts and splenectomies. Other than this, I used to do
general surgery which included herniorraphy, cholecystectomy, open reduction of fractures and so on. I was not
gaining expertise in any area and I could not imagine my
whole life being spent in that manner. That was when the
memory of Gibbon came back. There was another reason,
I suppose. In the general surgery of those days, there were
constant arguments on the dumping syndrome and other
vague entities which were solely based on opinion. This
bothered me. In the little cardiac surgery I had seen,
I noticed one could often measure, say a gradient in pulmonary stenosis and demonstrate its relief following valvotomy.
There was no scope for interminable debate. This appealed
to me. Of course, the glamour of cardiac surgery must also
have weighed on me. Therefore, I went back to the USA
in 1965 and joined as a fellow under Dr Vincent Gott at
the Johns Hopkins Hospital. In fact we both joined the
Department on the same day.
There was an important outcome of my stay at the PGI.
I met my wife, Ashima, who was on its dental faculty.
NMJI:

What did you do with Dr Gott?

M. S. Valiathan: Gott apart from being a fine surgeon and
innovator was a saintly person. He was an outsider from
Wisconsin who was brought in, against local objections, to
succeed the legendary Dr Alfred Blalock. Hopkins had done
a similar thing earlier and made history by appointing, in
spite of local opposition, the young Blalock from Vanderbilt
on the strength of his innovative work on shock and
thymectomy for myasthenia gravis. Gott had been trained
by Dr Walton Lillehei and had done pathbreaking work by
demonstrating that heparin could be bonded to prosthetic
materials following their treatment with colloidal graphite
and benzalkonium
chloride.
This conferred
antithrombogenicity
on the materials for several hours and
opened a new vista in the development of materials for
cardiovascular
surgery. Gott, therefore,
came to the
Hopkins with a high reputation and I was lucky to work
in his laboratory on characterizing the new surface and
developing its clinical applications. Until then I knew
nothing about surgical materials and took them for granted.
My year at the Hopkins was productive and formed the basis
of my Hunterian lecture at the Royal College of Surgeons.
I was gratified that Professor Wells was alive when I gave
the lecture in London.
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N MJI: Did you continue at the Hopkins for your clinical
training in cardiac surgery?
M. S. Valiathan: No. At the Hopkins, cardiothoracic training
was integrated with the surgical residency programme and
there was no lateral entry. Therefore,
I moved to
Washington D.C. where I spent a year of thoracic surgical
residency under Dr Brian Blades and a second year of cardiac
surgery under Dr Charles Hufnagel. Both were famous men
from whom I learnt much. On looking back, however, I
have no doubt that Dr Hufnagel influenced me the most.
Apart from his historic feat of implanting a mechanical
valve in the descending thoracic aorta before the advent
of open heart surgery, he had made several other original
contributions and retained a special interest in the development of prosthetic materials. He was a fine craftsman with
a razor-sharp mind. To work closely and have long conversations with him was a great education for me. At the end
of my cardiothoracic training, I obtained the Canadian
Fellowship in cardiovascular surgery because I had not
outgrown the Indian craze for degrees.

and assured me that I could join the Railway Hospital,
Madras as a consultant and organize open heart surgery;
they already had facilities for cardiac catheterization and
closed heart surgery. I, therefore, accepted the position at
the lIT on the understanding that I could spend three days
a week at the Railway Hospital. I greatly enjoyed my one
year in Madras.
NMJI: What made you leave?
M. S. Valiathan: Two difficulties faced me in Madras.
In the lIT, one could teach quantitative physiology,
biomaterials and so on but not really do the research and
development (R&D) for a product. The Railway Hospital,
where we started open heart surgery, was quite correctly
interested in service and not in research. I did not think
that my idea of linking the lIT with the Railway Hospital
programme would work either. I was in fact wondering what
to do when an invitation came from the Chief Minister of
Kerala, Sri Achutha Menon, for me to go to Trivandrum.
N MJI: How did he know you?

NMJI:

When did you decide to return to India?

M. S. Valiathan: As soon as my training was over in 1969,
I was on the lookout for a position in India. Since my search
failed, Dr Hufnagel gave me a faculty position at
Georgetown and even helped me in getting an immigrant
visa. Around that time, Professor P. K. Sen visited us and
asked me about my plans. I complained bitterly about not
getting any encouragement in India in spite of my credentials. I must have sounded conceited to him. His
reprimand was quick. 'Valiathan, India owes you nothing.
When people have nothing to eat, you expect them to build
a cardiac centre for you to come and operate. That would
not happen. If you are serious, come back and struggle like
us.' His words were devastatingly true. The urge to come
home gradually became unstoppable and I returned to India
in 1972 (much to the annoyance of Dr Hufnagel).
I had an uncertain start. I joined the Safdarjang Hospital
on Col. R.D. Ayyar's advice and I was also encouraged by
the presence of Dr S.K. Sanyal-an
excellent paediatric
cardiologist-on
the hospital staff. My position was that of
an ad hoc cardiac surgeon with a salary of Rs 950 and when
my post would be 'regularized'
was anyone's guess.
Nevertheless, I hoped that with Dr Sanyal and the expected
arrival of his cardiac catheterization equipment in a month
or two, we could set up a reasonably good programme.
Unfortunately when the equipment arrived, it turned out
to be a Mimer. Somebody had mysteriously changed the
purchase order on the way. Dr Sanyal resigned in disgust
and put an end to our dream.
But the unexpected often happens. When I was building
castles in the air at Safdarjang, I had submitted a note to
Dr Y. Nayudamma, Director General of the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research, on the development
of biomaterials in India. He circulated my note among Professors A.S. Paintal, B.K. Bacchawat, S. Ramaseshan and
Arcot Ramachandran. They were all positive and Professor
Ramachandran immediately offered me a Visiting Professorship in biomedical engineering at the Indian Institute of
Technology (lIT) in Madras. I was honoured by the offer
but worried how I would be able to combine cardiac surgery
with a job in the lIT. Dr T.1. Cheri an met me at that time

M. S. Valiathan: He did not know me but had heard of
me. He invited Dr T.1. Cherian who was close to retirement
and me to go as a team to organize a new Sree Chitra Tirunal
Medical Centre. Soon we submitted a plan. Even though
the Kerala Government approved this plan, Dr Cherian
backed out because he feared that local politics would make
it too hot for us to survive in Kerala. I have a habit of
rushing in where wiser men fear to tread so I moved to
Trivandrum in 1974 as the Director of the Sree Chitra Tirunal
Medical Centre. What greeted me was a building with a
total of five secretarial and security staff. There was neither
furniture nor any equipment. However, on the positive side,
the Kerala Government had the vision to place the Medical
Centre under its Department of Science and Technology
(DST). The new Executive Committee under Professor
K.N. Raj, the eminent economist, also insulated us from
the winds of local politics, much of which was the handiwork
of doctors. The scientists, technologists and officials whom
I had approached earlier in Madras and Delhi also came to
my assistance in Trivandrum. It made me feel that my
nomadic life had merely been a preparation for the job at
the Sree Chitra Tirunal Medical Centre. In twenty months,
we started a successful programme in cardiology and
neurology which has never looked back. Good faculty
members came to Chitra from many parts of India including,
of course, Kerala.
NMJI: Why do you think they came?
M. S. Valiathan: Because of the facilities including excellent
equipment and the unhindered opportunity for young
appointees to develop their own departments.
As the hospital flourished, we could not ignore the
commitment of the Medical Centre to research. I was acutely
aware that in the absence of research activity, it would
become impossible to justify the affiliation of the Medical
Centre to the DST.
We started our research endeavour with a project
funded by the DST for developing titanium and polyvinyl
chloride for medical applications.
My co-investigators
were Professor S. Ramaseshan of the National Aeronautics
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Laboratory, Bangalore and Dr V.R. Gowarikar of the
Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre, Trivandrum. The project
laid a sort of foundation and brought together a small but
competent group of engineers to the Medical Centre.
By the time the project closed three years later, we
managed to get the lovely, 28-acre campus of the Satelmond
Palace in Trivandrum
for the biomedical technology
programmes of the Medical Centre. To develop a series of
laboratories for biomaterials and medical devices we needed
approximately two crores of rupees in 1976. The quick
commissioning and success of the hospital encouraged the
Kerala Government to offer one crore provided a matching
grant was forthcoming from the Government of India. I
submitted a proposal which envisaged the development of
a wide range of biomaterials and devices as the technological
base for a medical devices industry in India. A high powered
committee which made a site visit recommended the proposal be accepted and we got a matching grant for organizing
the Biomedical Technology Wing from the Government of
India.
N MJ I: How did the Medical Centre
Institute?

become a National

M. S. Valiathan: That is a story in itself. We put up a proposal
to make the Medical Centre an autonomous college which
the Kerala University turned down because they wanted
only affiliated institutions. We followed up with a proposal
to the Government of India for conferring the status of a
deemed university on the Medical Centre .. Mr Morarji
Desai who was the Prime Minister had visited the Medical
Centre a year earlier and was impressed with what the institution was seeking to do. It was he who wrote to our Chief
Minister, Mr A.K. Antony and suggested that the Medical
Centre should be made an Institute of National Importance
through an Act of Parliament. Neither Mr Antony nor
anyone else had expected such a splendid response. But that
was typical of Mr Desai. The preparation of the bill and its
introduction was a long drawn affair. It was passed by the
Rajya Sabha; but on the day it was scheduled to come up
in the Lok Sabha, Mr Desai resigned and all the pending
bills including ours lapsed. We had to start all over again.
The bill was finally enacted in 1981 when Mrs Indira Gandhi
was the Prime Minister.
NMJ I: How many institutes of national importance are there?
What does the status imply?
M. S. Valiathan: There are a dozen or so institutes inthis
category. The All India Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS) and the PGI, Chandigarh in medicine and the
Indian Institutes of Technology (lIT) in technology are some
of the examples. The Kalakshetra in Madras joined the list
not long ago in the field of performing arts. Sree Chitra is
unique because it combines medical sciences with technology
and is the only such institution under the DST.
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of any good institution in India. But the technological
programme is unique. It has not only put together a talented
group of engineers, scientists and surgeons and developed
a series of medical devices but interacted with industry
to have them produced. The blood bag technology, for
example, was transferred to a joint sector firm by the
National Research Development Corporation. They now
produce three million bags a year and have captured 80%
of the Indian market. A second unit under Hindustan Latex
is coming up in Calcutta. The bags are being exported to
Europe.
NMJI: What is the advantage of this blood bag over the
foreign bags? Why should they import ours?
M. S. Valiathan: Because our bags are cheaper and have
the same high quality.
NMJI: What is the difference in price?
M. S. Valiathan: At the moment a single Indian bag costs
Rs 40 against Rs 62 of the foreign product.
There is an interesting story about the blood bag. When
its production began, a foreign manufacturer reduced the
price of their bags by half and undercut the Indian bag.
However, they continued to sell it at the old or even higher
price in the neighbouring countries. Even though it was a
clear case of dumping, it took the effort of many influential
people to have a duty imposed on the foreign bag. Today,
of course, the Indian blood bag stands on its own and can
compete internationally.
The case is no different with
our oxygenator or valve being produced in Madras and
Bangalore. To set up the laboratories, develop half a dozen
medical devices and transfer them for successful commercial
production in less than ten years is an achievement which
few institutions anywhere can claim.
NMJI: I want to ask you a rather difficult question. In India,
institutions depend on individuals. How have you ensured
that the institution you have left will carryon with the same
momentum?
M. S. Valiathan: I do not think that destabilization will occur
in Sree Chitra because it is geared firmly to certain clear
objectives which are binding on whoever may come as the
Director. For example, a new dispensation will find it
difficult to de-emphasize technology and over-emphasize
medicine or the other way around. In the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) in the USA as you know, the organizational
structure is such that the Director can certainly make an
impact but he or she cannot make changes in the basic
structure or priorities of the Institute. As long as the hospital
thrives, medical technologies are in enormous demand and
the Institute strives to deliver the goods, it has nothing to
worry regardless of who is at the helm.
.
NMJI: Now that you have left, what is your relationship with
the institute?

NMJI: We have actually carried an account of your institute
in our journal. Tell me which of its achievements are you
most proud of.

M. S. Valiathan: None. I have always believed that a person
should not hang around the same place like a ghost after
retirement.

M. S. Valiathan: There are two kinds of activities at Chitraclinical and technological. In the clinical field of cardiology
and neurology, the services could compare well with those

NMJI:

What are you doing now? .

M. S. Valiathan: I have moved to Manipal and to the field
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of higher education. The Pai family established and nurtured
several professional colleges of high quality over the years
in Manipal and Mangalore and these were accorded the
status of a deemed university in 1993. I felt I could do
something useful in promoting investigative medicine and
improving the content and management of higher education
at the Manipal Academy of Higher Education. The Manipal
model could be useful at the national level at a time when
private initiative is growing rapidly in the field of higher
education.
N MJ I: What is your stand on capitation fees?

M. S. Valiathan: Capitation fees are already
Supreme Court. Capitation fee or not, what
to cost education rationally and recover this
which is socially acceptable. Governments
provide the large subsidies they used to.

banned by the
is important is
cost in a form
can no longer

NMJJ: What do you mean by fees and capitation fees?

M. S. Valiathan: The capitation fee is an arbitrary amount
fixed by the management who not only want to run a college
but also want to make a profit. When we talk about fees,
we are talking about an amount computed on the basis of
actual costs.
NMJJ: Why cannot educational institutions make a profit?
Many of the best educational institutions in the West are
private.

M. S. Valiathan: Yes. But private universities such as
Harvard and Johns Hopkins plough back their income,
including profits on investments, into their educational
programmes.
N MJ I: So basically you are not for profit making institutions.
You feel they are not justified.
M. S. Valiathan: Profit is not the word. The bottom line is
that educational institutions should be run professionally
and should not have to depend on grants from industries or
governments which are always uncertain.

cannot pay even the subsidized fees should be provided
interest free loans by an educational development corpora"
tion so that no meritorious student is denied admission
because of high fees and the college, at the same time,
is allowed to recover its costs.
N MJJ: What are your main objectives as Vice-Chancellor at
Manipal?

M. S. Valiathan: To improve educational standards and to
build up investigative medicine as an integral part of
education.
NMJJ: Why are you stressing investigation and research so

much?
M. S. Valiathan: Because they are very important. It is right
that 80% to 90% of doctors go into practice or take up
clinical jobs because society needs it. But there may be 10%
who are creative and we are missing out on them in the
present system. There is no other way to explain the lack
of creativity in the field of medicine for over a century
in India. Can you tell me of a basic concept, technology
or drug developed by us which has influenced medicine
globally? Is there any disease in this country for which the
cause or treatment was worked out by us? This has come
about, I believe, because we have taken no steps to nurture
the few who are inquisitive and talented.
NMJJ: At which stage do we kill curiosity?

M. S. Valiathan: From the day the student enters medical
college. A few years ago I delivered the C. V. Raman lectures
sponsored by the Department of Atomic Energy. Two
lectures had to be given, one in a college on a general
scientific topic and another in a medical college on a
specialized topic. My general lecture was followed by a volley
of intelligent questions for nearly half an hour. In contrast,
there were no questions from the medical college audience
the very next day. Although the best students enter medical
college it kills their curiosity.
What do you regard as your three main successes?
One would be the Sree Chitrao Or would you regard it rather
as an achievement?

NMJI:
N MJJ: You will then restrict medical education to the rich.

M. S. Valiathan: In 1993, as the President of the Association
of Indian Universities, I suggested a scheme in answer to
this question. Medical education is costly and the figure
worked out for the undergraduate course by a professional
firm at the behest of the Medical Council of India was
14 lakhs in 1994, without deducting hospital income. This
assumes of course that you have a college with full time
teachers, a good hospital and library, laboratories, audiovisual aids, hostels and student amenities, because one can
do a spurious reduction in cost by cutting out several of
those items. If the government subsidizes the entire cost,
education will be free; if the subsidy is not full, education
will be partly free. What happens when the subsidy is
inadequate and the government college desires to maintain
high standards? What about private colleges which receive
no subsidy at all? I can see no reason why such institutions
should not allot 20% or 25% of seats to foreign students
and charge them a much higher fee and subsidize the cost
of education for the Indian students. Those students who

M. S. Valiathan: Yes, as an achievement. Success is a relative
term. Sree Chitra has of course given me great satisfaction.
In life it often happens that one has the resources but no
opportunity; less often, one has the opportunity but no
resources. I was fortunate to have both at Sree Chitrao
NMJJ: What do you think are your major failures?

M. S. Valiathan: I had hoped that we could, through the
Sree Chitra model, promote the joint culture of medicine
and technology in India and sensitize the medical profession
to accept a greater degree of interaction with science and
technology. In this, I was not particularly successful.
NMJ I: Do you think that the recent policy on liberalization
of Indian industry will affect technology development?
M. S. Valiathan: It need not. Our blood bag experience
proves it.
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NMJl: But others have a head start over us.
M. S. Valiathan: That does not matter. If we can develop
something of world quality at a lower price why should we
not succeed? After all the National Research Development
Corporation has sold the Indian blood bag technology to
Egypt in competition with a German firm.
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medical institutions, medical graduates and young specialists
should join and set up group practices in small and medium
sized towns. Banks finance such efforts and one can already
detect a trend in this direction. Group practice with access
to inpatient facilities in small and medium hospitals will
cost the patient little and restore some initiative to the
medical profession.

NMJl: What is your general opinion about medical education
at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels?
M. S. Valiathan: Things look good on paper but do not work
in practice. I don't believe the educational system or training
programmes are satisfactory.
NMJl: Can you pinpoint some deficiencies?
M. S. Valiathan: Yes. An average doctor on graduation
today is poorly trained to handle common emergencies
in the Casualty Department,
do diagnostic tests in the
laboratory or perform bedside procedures. His professional
maturity is much lower than that of a graduate from the
West. Theoretical knowledge and critical ability are also
below average as I have seen in scores of interviews.
NMJl: How would you change this?
M. S. Valiathan: This is a big question which needs a long
discussion. I have discussed this subject in other forums.
NMJI: What would be your advice to a young doctor starting
his or her career?
M. S. Valiathan: Other than the few who get into established

NMJl: You mean earn and make a profit.
M. S. Valiathan: That is what corporate hospitals are doing.
But they can employ only a small number of doctors in
urban locations. Group practice, on the other hand, offers
an alternative for bright and competent young doctors who
have done specialization in medicine, surgery, etc. They will
have freedom, professional satisfaction, the goodwill of the
community and a decent income. And don't forget there is
also a great need for family physicians working as individuals
in the community.

NMJI: There are many Indians who have emigrated to the
USA. Many would like to come back but have great difficulty
in doing so. Having come back, many return again. Why do
you think you succeeded where others failed?
M. S. Valiathan: To succeed in India after spending many
years abroad, it is not enough to be technically competent.
What is equally necessary is a fixed resolve not to quit. If
you have determination you win.
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